Parts & Service

Regutron™ III

Installed at municipal wastewater treatment facilities, fossil and nuclear power generation stations and general industries.

**Regutron™ III**

The digital speed control for existing eddy-current drives. A very cost effective upgrade! The easy to operate controller provides stand alone control of a single magnetic drive or accurate coordination of a multi-drive system. A series RS-422 communications port with direct-access programming to form a powerful link in your automation scheme. Analog input / output are also supplied.

**Important Functions**

- Digital readout
- Eliminates dirty potentiometer problems
- No setting drift
- Improved speed setting accuracy
- Uses magnetic pick-up and gear for speed monitoring
- Easy to set-up, adjust & program
- Eliminates acceleration panels
- Eliminates guesswork of settings
- Uses 4-20 mA signal on all sizes